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Abstract 

Phylogenetic tree reconstruction is a prominent problem in computational biology. 

Currently, all computational methods have their limitations and work well only for 

simple problems of small size. No existing method can guarantee that trees 

constructed for real-world problems are true phylogenetic trees for large and complex 

problems mainly because the existing computational models are not very biologically 

realistic. It has become a serious issue for many important real-life applications which 

often desire accurate results from phylogenetic analysis. Thus, it is very crucial to 

effectively incorporate multi-disciplinary analyses and synthesize results from various 

sources when answering real-life questions. 

 

In this thesis, a novel web-based phylogeny reconstruction system with a real-time 

interactive environment, called Qphyl (short for quartet-based phylogenetic analysis) 

is introduced. The Qphyl system uses a new interactive approach to enable biologists 

to greatly improve the final results through effectively dynamic interaction with the 

computation, e.g., to move the computation back and forth to different stages so users 

can check the intermediate results, compare results from different methods and carry 

out certain manual refinements using their biological domain-specific knowledge in 

the decision making on how a tree should be reconstructed. Currently the alpha 

version of this web-based interactive system has been released and accessible through 

the URL: http://ww-test.it.usyd.edu.au/sogrid/qphyl/. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

In biology, phylogenetics is a field with a growing impact on a variety of life science 

domains. The central aim is to discover the evolutionary relatedness among various 

groups of organisms (e.g., species and populations). The organisms are classified by 

taxonomy according to homology. Presently, the discovery and analysis of the 

patterns and processes that underpin biodiversity has a great number of practical 

applications throughout science and industry, including pharmaceutical drug 

discovery, medical diagnosis, conservation and forensics. 

 

A lot of methods have been employed to reconstruct phylogenies. Frequently used 

methods include distance-based (e.g. neighbor-joining [34]), maximum parsimony 

[38], maximum likelihood [21] and Bayesian approaches [8]. All these phylogenetic 

methods depend on an implicit or explicit mathematical model describing the 

evolution of characters observed in the species included, and are usually employed for 

molecular phylogeny from a set of character-aligned DNA or amino acid sequences. 

These methods rely on a defined substitution model that encodes a hypothesis about 

the relative rates of mutation at various sites along the sequences. These substitution 

models aim to correct for differences in the rates of transitions and transversions in 

nucleotide sequences.  

 

1 
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Modern phylogenetic software using these methods for phylogenies makes it easy to 

produce trees from aligned sequence data. However, as a general rule, most character 

datasets are so "noisy" that no truly "simple" solution is possible [48]. Therefore, no 

applications can perfectly handle real-life problems due to the limitations of the 

methods they use. Furthermore, these methods treat phylogenetic inference as a 

“black box” to users. Although some of the applications allow users to set up 

parameters of analysis before the computation starts (e.g. PHYML [51]), the 

computation procedure is still restricted within only one specific method.  

 

Some of the packages are composed of a set of programs based on different methods 

(e.g. PHYLIP [52]). This kind of collection can satisfy most of the phylogenetic 

biologists with diverse preferences. Trees can be reconstructed by various methods; 

however, there are no interaction among different algorithms and methods. This is 

meaningless to compare generated trees for biologists because it’s difficult to identify 

computational mistakes. 

 

Visualization is another pending issue of phylogenetic software. Most of applications 

need a third-party tree-visualization package (e.g. TreeView [49]) to graphically 

represent the reconstructed trees. But phylogeny data from a specific method often 

contain more information than be visualized by these tree-visualization packages. 

Sometimes this lost information is very important for biologists to analyse and 

evaluate the phylogenetic results, but filtrated by the visualization tools.  
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Last but not least, it is very inefficient for biologists to modify tree topologies via 

visualization tools after the tree reconstruction due to no interaction between the 

manual operation and automatic computation. i.e., even if a particular error has been 

noticed in a tree topology, a simple modification only aimed at this error still cannot 

guarantee to correct the tree to an accurate tree. 

 

Thus, it is desirable to have an interactive platform which allows biologists to 

integrate computational and non-computational methods into the phylogeny 

reconstruction procedures. For this reason, a novel web-based interactive computing 

system for phylogenetic analysis, based on our quartet-based algorithm [14, 15], has 

been proposed. This system provides an interactive interface for biologists to 

effectively interact with the computation, (e.g., to move the computation back and 

forth to different stages so users can check the intermediate results, compare results 

from different methods and carry out certain manual refinements using their 

biological domain-specific knowledge in the decision making on how a tree should be 

reconstructed to greatly improve the final results), and a real-time visualization tool to 

represent every stage of the tree reconstruction graphically with computational 

information. The interactive interface enables the computation to effectively 

incorporate multi-disciplinary analyses and synthesize results from various sources. 

Currently the alpha version of this web-based interactive system has been released 

and accessible through the URL: http://ww-test.it.usyd.edu.au/sogrid/qphyl/. 
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1.2 Contribution 

This thesis is produced with the aim to address the limitations of current systems and 

packages designed for phylogeny analysis and try to overcome their weaknesses by 

proposing an interactive approach based on our quartet-based algorithm. The main 

contributions include: 

(i) The proposal of a new architecture design and implementation of web-based 

interactive system for phylogeny reconstruction. 

(ii) An effective interactive approach which can be efficiently incorporated with 

our quartet-based algorithm and provides an interface for further integrations. 

(iii) A sophisticated and user-friendly GUI with a powerful tree visualization tool. 

 

1.3 Layout of the Thesis 

The rest of thesis is organized into the following chapters. In Chapter 2, the 

algorithms and packages in phylogeny domain as described in popular research 

literatures are reviewed. In Chapter 3, we present an introduction of our quartet-based 

algorithm – a key issue relating to the development of the Qphyl System. In Chapter 4, 

we introduce the architecture of the Qphyl System by going through the design of 

both hardware and software components. In Chapter 5, we describe the back-end 

programs which provide the phylogenetic analysis services. In Chapter 6, we 

introduce the web-based GUI frontend and protocols of the system. The conclusion of 

research along with future studies is introduced in the last chapter. 
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Chapter 2 Background 

Phylogenetic trees, also called evolutionary trees, like the one in Figure 2.1, are the 

visual representation of inferred phylogenies. A phylogenetic tree indicates the 

evolutionary relationships among various biological species or other entities that are 

believed to have a common ancestor. In a phylogenetic tree, each node with 

descendants represents the most recent common ancestor of the descendants, and the 

edge lengths in some trees correspond to time estimates. Generally, each leaf is called 

a taxonomic unit and internal nodes are called hypothetical taxonomic units because 

they cannot be directly observed. 

 

Figure 2.1: A phylogenetic tree (Maddison and Maddison, 1992) 

 

The goal of phylogenetic analysis is to assemble a phylogenetic tree from a set of 

genes, species, or other taxa. Phylogenetic analysis has proven its usefulness in many 

important application fields, such as: tracing genes of known function and compare 
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how they are related to unknown genes in order to predict unknown gene function, 

tracking of step-by-step transmission of disease and identifying disease reservoirs, 

tracking the diversity of a pathogen to select an appropriate vaccine for a particular 

region, identifying an organism, and determining protein folds [27, 39]. 

 

2.1 Computational Phylogenies 

A great deal of attempts has been made to reconstruct the phylogenetic history of 

group of organisms. The most commonly used computational methods include 

distance-based methods, parsimony, maximum likelihood and MCMC-based 

Bayesian inference.  

 

Perhaps Neighbor-Joining (NJ) is the most commonly used distance-based method in 

molecular genetics due to its quite good approximation and the computational speed 

advantage. Because it is a polynomial-time algorithm, its efficiency is very impressive. 

Furthermore, NJ is also useful to rapidly search for a good tree that can then be 

improved by other criteria. However, it seems that NJ is employed solely on the 

grounds of computational speed. The cost of this objective is the decreasing of the 

accuracy. In other words, although NJ can very quickly produce reasonable trees, but 

cannot necessarily produce the best tree for the given data. When evolutionary rates 

vary from site to site in sequences, distances should be corrected for this variation. 

When variation of rates is large, these corrections become important. But NJ forgets 
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to use information from changes in one part of the tree to correct the others [28].  

 

Maximum Parsimony (MP) probably is the most widely used tree-building method in 

systematics. The general idea of MP is that the evolution always picks up the easiest 

path to be executed. So under the MP, the preferred phylogenetic tree is the tree that 

requires the least number of evolutionary changes. It sounds quite reasonable and may 

be the easiest criteria to understand. MP is popular because it’s a very simple and 

straightforward. However, the problems of the approach are obvious. The first 

problem is that MP often produces a number of equally most-parsimonious trees [48]. 

A large number of “best trees” is often seen as an analytical failure. Secondly, it is not 

statistically consistent. That is not guaranteed to produce the true tree with high 

probability, given sufficient data. The Joe Felsenstein’s demonstration in 1978 

indicates that MP can be inconsistent under certain condition. The third major 

problem is well-known as Long Branch Attraction, which is a phenomenon that when 

rapidly evolving lineages are inferred to be closely related, regardless of their true 

evolutionary relations.   

 

The method of maximum likelihood (ML) [21] is a parametric statistical method, in 

that it employs an explicit model of character evolution. That’s because, practically, 

the probability of a tree cannot be calculated only if we assume a specific set of 

probabilities of characters change. Mechanically, much like MP, in ML analysis 

functions trees are scored based on a character dataset and the tree with the best score 
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is selected. Generally, such methods are potentially more powerful than 

non-parametric statistical methods like MP, but only if the data is produced by a 

reasonable approximation of the processes [28, 48]. The main strength of ML is that 

ML has a sound and longstanding basis in statistical methodology which makes its 

accuracy drivingly forceful. However, it is a very computer-intensive approach which 

is its primary practical weakness. The complexity of computation increases rapidly 

with larger numbers of species, because there could be a great many terms. It makes 

an analytical solution to ML estimation only possible for very simplest problems [28].  

 

Bayesian methods are closely related to likelihood methods. It uses the same 

evolutionary models as does ML analysis and it also uses the likelihood function to 

quantify the trees. The difference is that, when assessing a particular tree in the ML 

analysis we are trying to find the combination of parameter values that produces the 

largest maximum-likelihood value, while in Bayesian analysis we are trying to find 

the average likelihood across all of the possible parameter values. Mathematically, the 

ML analysis uses the profile likelihood while Bayesian analysis uses the integrated 

likelihood. The Bayesian approach has become more popular due to advances in 

computational machinery, especially, Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithms (MCMC) 

[8]. MCMC methods in Bayesian inference draw a random sample from the posterior 

distribution of hypotheses, in this case, trees. So it is possible to make probability 

statements about the true tree. This method will generate a good approximation to the 

desired result if the sampling is performed correctly and the sample is large enough. 
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On the other hand, the Bayesian approach demands specifying priors for the tree 

topology and branch length for all of the parts of the substation model. This means we 

have to be wary of how we choose to specify the priors. Therefore, the key to a 

successful Bayesian analysis is not only choosing a suitable evolutionary model, but 

also choosing priors and making sure that the MCMC is doing its job. Compared with 

ML analysis, there are three major practical advantages in Bayesian analysis. The first 

one is that the time that an analysis takes can be estimated accurately; the second one 

is that the time taken for analysis will not be increased dramatically if the 

evolutionary models are getting more complicated; the last one is that estimation of 

the degree to which each branch is supported by the data and model is given as an 

integral part of the analysis [28]. 

 

2.2 Phylogeny Packages  

The implementation of computer programs for handling phylogenetic analysis is not 

as difficult as it seems. Logical data structure design and recursive function calls 

allow us to move rapidly through a tree, updating information or changing its 

structure. The most widely used phylogeny packages and programs for phylogeny 

inference include PHYLIP [52], PAUP [50], PHYML [51] and Tree-Puzzle [37, 53].  

 

PHYLIP, which is short for Phylogeny Inference Package, is a free package of 

programs for inferring phylogenies. PHYLIP is an aggregate of programs based on the 
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most popular methods including parsimony, distance matrix, compatibility, and 

likelihood methods, furthermore, bootstrapping and consensus trees. Duo to this 

specifically integrative speciality, PHYLIP can satisfy most of the phylogenetic 

biologists with diverse preferences, so it is the most widely-distributed phylogeny 

package, and to be the one responsible for the largest number of published trees. 

Unfortunately, PHYLIP doesn’t provide a graphical user interface for any of the 

executable phylogenetic program. Through the textual user interface, users can only 

control each program by a menu, which asks the users which options they want to set, 

and allows them to start the computation.  

 

PAUP, which is a comprehensive package with parsimony, likelihood and distance 

matrix methods, has many more features and methods than PHYLIP. But it’s not free. 

Not like PHYLIP, some of the executables in PAUP are released with mouse-windows 

user interface. PAUP requires aligned sequences in a common data file format 

(NEXUS [5]) as inputs. After the tree generation the output tree file can be printed as 

a low-resolution graphically-represented tree (Figure 2.2) from the display buffer. 

However, if high resolution tree is required, a third party tree-printing software 

package, e.g., TreeView, is necessary to produce the tree representation for better 

quality.  
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Figure 2.2: A low-resolution tree created by PAUP  

 

Compared to PHYLIP and PAUP, PHYML is very recent. PHYML is dependent on a 

method, which is declared as “A Simple, Fast and Accurate Algorithm to Estimate 

Large Phylogenies by Maximum Likelihood” [51]. This algorithm dramatically 

reduces computational time and makes the phylogenetic analysis from larger and 

more complex data sets much more practical. Besides an executable program with a 

textual user interface, PHYML also provides an online interface to the PHYML 

algorithm (Figure 2.3; URL: http://atgc.lirmm.fr/phyml/ ). This tool provides the user 

with a number of options, e.g. nonparametric bootstrap and estimation of various 

evolutionary parameters, in order to perform comprehensive phylogenetic analyses on 

large datasets in reasonable computing time. Users need to provide email address for 

the results to be sent to user by emails. The tree file shows the maximum likelihood 

phylogeny in Newick format [43], which can be graphically represented by most third 

party tree-printing software package. Also, trees can be viewed through an applet 

available on the PHYML Online server.  
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Figure 2.3: The interface of PHYML Online 

 

TREE-PUZZLE is a computer program to reconstruct phylogeny trees from molecular 

sequence data by ML. The name, TREE-PUZZLE, is from a fast tree search algorithm, 

quartet puzzling [13, 29, 33, 37], which allows analysis of large data sets and 

automatically assigns estimations of support to each internal branch. TREE-PUZZLE 

also computes pairwise ML distances [28] as well as branch lengths for user specified 

trees. It is fast, but its accuracy is not as good as the others. 
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2.3 Discussion 

In the past, research efforts on computational phylogenetic analysis were dedicated to 

the design of heuristics which can quickly find near-optimal trees under a specific 

optimization criterion. Applications were designed and implemented based on these 

methods. However, all criteria are over-simplified and cannot realistically model the 

real evolutionary process. Thus all currently existing algorithms for phylogenetic 

analysis have their limitations. It has become a serious issue for many important 

real-life applications which often demand accurate results from phylogenetic analysis. 

Therefore, no existing packages based on these algorithms and methods can guarantee 

that the tree generated by them can correctly answer real-life questions.  

 

It leads us to look for an integrative approach which can effectively incorporate 

multi-disciplinary analyses and synthesize results from various sources during the 

computation. Previously we introduced a quartet-based algorithm [14, 15], which is 

an agglomerative procedure and can be easily adapted for dynamic integration and 

interaction. In next chapter we will review basic concepts of our original 

quartet-based method for phylogenetic analysis.  
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Chapter 3 A Quartet-based Algorithm 

There has been strong interest in reconstruction of large evolutionary trees from small 

sub-trees in the computational biology community in recent years [1, 6, 7, 20, 17, 18, 

24, 26]. The quartet-base approach may be the simplest and the most cost-effective 

one for such reconstruction. However, real data usually contain noises or errors and 

the design of practical quartet-based algorithms often focuses on how to tolerate 

quartet errors. We recently derived a new quartet-based algorithm for phylogenetic 

inference [14, 15], which can significantly reduce the influence to phylogeny 

reconstruction from the inaccuracy of quartet weights. In this chapter an introduction 

of our algorithm is provided firstly, and then a discussion based on experimental 

results is given.  

 

3.1 The Method 

The quartet-based algorithm consists of three major stages (Figure 3.1): in stage one 

quartet weights for every possible quartet trees from a given number of aligned 

sequences are calculated; in stage two a global quartet weight matrix is generated to 

gather the quartet topological information from the quartet weights calculated in stage 

one; in stage three a full size tree is recursively reconstructed using this quartet weight 

matrix.  
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Figure 3.1: The three-stage procedure of the quartet-based algorithm 

 

For a given n sequences and the associated set of quartets, we can generate a 

symmetric global quartet weight matrix of size ,nn×  each row or column 

corresponding to one particular sequence. Let  denote a quartet tree with a 

quartet weight w. Our global quartet weight matrix is generated by adding each w to 

entries ij, ji, kl and lk, using a complete set of quartets from the given sequences. A 

simple example of this global weight matrix and its associated quartets is shown in 

Figure 3.2. In this example there are five sequences and each quartet is associated 

with three quartet weights for three possible resolved trees. 

)w,|( klij
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                         (12|34, 1.0)                            (12|35, 0.3)                           (12|45, 0.3) 
{1,2,3,4}        (13|24, 0.0)    {1, 2,3,5}      (13|25, 0.3)    {1,2,4,5}      (14|25, 0.3) 
                         (14|23, 0.0)                          (15|23, 0.4)                           (15|24, 0.4) 
 
                                                (13|45, 0.3)                                   (23|45, 0.0) 
                        {1,3,4,5}       (14|35, 0.3)            {2,3,4,5}      (24|35, 0.0) 
                                                (15|34, 0.4)                                 (25|34, 1.0) 

        1     2     3     4     5 
1     0.0  1.6  0.6  0.6  1.2 
2     1.6  0.0  0.4  0.4  1.6 
3     0.6  0.4  0.0  2.4  1.6 
4     0.6  0.4  2.4  0.0  0.6 
5     1.2  1.6  0.6  0.6  0.0 

(a) 

(b)  

Figure 3.2: A simple example of the global weight matrix: (a) the quartets and 

their weights and (b) the associated global quartet weight matrix. 

 

Based on the global quartet weight matrix, a confidence value , which indicates 

how “confident” the quartet-based algorithm is to merge two sub-trees represented by 

node i and j respectively, can be calculated by using following equation: 

ijc

( )

2

ij
ij

i j
i j

m
c

n n n
m m

=
− +⎛ ⎞

⎜ ⎟ + +
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

    (3.1) 

Where: 

 : The entry value at row i column j in the matrix; ijm

im : The number of the concerned quartet trees generated in the sub-tree i ;  

jm : The number of the concerned quartet trees generated in the sub-tree j;  

 : The number of sequences in sub-tree i; 
i

n

j
n : The number of sequences in sub-tree j; 

n : The total number of sequences for phylogeny analysis; 
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Initially every leaf node is considered as a sub-tree. Therefore, each row in the matrix 

will be associated with the two variables and they are set to  and  

Then tree reconstruction program recursively merges the two sub-trees which have the 

highest , and re-correct the corresponding quartet weight because the  should 

equal to 1 if the associated quartets are fully and correctly resolved and directly 

connected in the original tree. If one of sub-trees or both of them have more than one 

leaf node, we calculate the confidence values for all leaf node pairs and use the 

averaged value of them as the confidence value 

0=im .1=in

ijc ijc

ijc  for each pair of sub-trees. After 

one merge step, the quartet weight matrix is updated based on the quartet weight 

re-correction, and all the confidence values are re-calculated. The phylogeny is 

completely reconstructed if only a single tree remains. During the tree reconstruction, 

a sub-tree is identified by a representative leaf, which is the leaf with the smallest 

index in this group. It is an important notification for creating the communication 

protocols of the web-based interaction. 

 

Since the matrix is not accurate, it may not always be the right decision to merge the 

two sub-trees that have the highest confidence value. After the highest confidence 

value ijc  is obtained, we then check whether there is another sub-tree k which has a 

reasonably high confidence value associated with one of the two sub-trees i and j by 

checking whether ijkjjkijkiik cccccc αα ≥≥  )(or or  , )(or     where α is a threshold 

which is smaller than, but close to one. If the k is found, we will consider this as a 

critical point and ij, jk, ik will be recorded as three possible computing directions at 
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this merge stage.  

 

3.2 Discussion 

The main advantages of our quartet-based algorithm [14, 15] are that:  

(i) It is based on a one-to-one correspondence between a tree topology and an 

associated set of quartet trees, i.e., if the topologies of the quartet trees are 

correctly identified, the correct phylogeny can be reconstructed in polynomial 

time; 

(ii) It can accurately identify critical points at which the tree merge ambiguity 

occurs. At a critical point, one of two or three merge options may lead to the 

correct tree reconstruction. This allows users to dynamically incorporate 

different methods (both automatic and/or manual) to come out with a better 

decision; 

(iii) It is an agglomerative procedure check points can easily be set at the end of 

each merge stage, thus it can be easily adapted for dynamic integration and 

interaction. 

 

The experimental results show that the probability for the correct tree to be included 

in just a limited number of trees constructed by our method is very high [15]. When 

we selected just a few best ones (say three) from these trees under ML criterion, 

extensive tests showed that the algorithm outperforms many other algorithms and 
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methods for phylogeny reconstruction in terms of tree topology. If we can effectively 

incorporate different methods and/or even other biological information to clear 

ambiguity at each critical point, we may obtain more accurate and reliable results for 

real-life problems. For this purpose, a new phylogenetic analysis system with an 

interactive environment, which provides a helpful interface for dynamic integration 

by allowing computation to progress back and forth to different merge stage to control 

the quality of analysis, is proposed.  
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Chapter 4 System Design 

This chapter describes the prototype implementation of the Qphyl System. The Qphyl 

system, which is a web-based phylogenetic analysis system based on our 

quartet-based algorithm, uses a new interactive approach to enable biologists to 

effectively interact with the computation. The chapter will start with the workflow 

analysis, followed by the functional analysis. Then the architecture of the system will 

be introduced along with a detailed description of the distributed system which is 

based on the United Devices Grid MP Platform [4].  

 

4.1 Workflow Analysis 

The general requirement of the Qphyl System is molecular phylogeny reconstruction 

from a set of character-aligned DNA or amino acid sequences. As illustrated by Figure 

4.1, the procedure to automatically generate a phylogenetic tree from a set of aligned 

of DNA sequences is as follows: 

(i) A quartet weight generation program using ML to generate quartet trees from 

the input sequences, and each quartet is associated with three quartet weights 

for three possible resolved topologies.  

(ii) A quartet-based tree reconstruction program reads the quartets generated 

previously to create a global quartet weight matrix, and recursively merges 

one pair of sub-trees at each step based on the global quartet weight matrix, 

until only a single tree remains. It should be noted that when every time two 
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sub-trees are merged, the weights of quartets associated with the sequences 

belonging to the merged sub-trees will be corrected.  
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Figure 4.1: Workflow about how to automatically generate a tree from a set of 

he desired interactive system is meant to allow users to interact with the 

aligned DNA sequences through the Qphyl System 

 

T

computation for phylogeny reconstruction. The interaction consists of four essential 

functions which could be extended to more powerful and complicated ones. These 

functions involve step forward, step backward, manually joining and manually 
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disjoining. With the embedded web-based interface, the procedure to generate a 

phylogenetic tree is much more flexible but the workflow is more complicated. Figure 

4.2 shows the complete sequence of events that occurs during the phylogeny 

reconstruction. 
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Figure 4.2: Complete workflow of the Qphyl System to generate a phylogenetic 

etails are described as follows: 

ction, the system refers users to upload a sequence 

tree 

 

D

(i) Prior to the tree reconstru

file to build a tree. As described previously, the first step of tree reconstruction 
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is to generate complete set of quartets with quartet weights from uploaded 

sequences by the quartet weight generation program.  

(ii) Once the quartets are completely generated, the tree reconstruction program is 

an skip the quartet generation step by uploading a sequence file 

atrix, and the 

onal direction and manually join or 

wnload a text 

 retrieved and an intermediate 

triggered to start up, and the quartet weight generation program transfers the 

computational results as input to the tree reconstruction program and shuts 

itself down. 

(iii) Also, users c

and the corresponding quartet file to the tree reconstruction program directly.  

(iv) When the tree reconstruction program has been turned on, it reads the quartets 

and creates the corresponding global quartet weight matrix.  

(v) The tree is initialized based on the initial global quartet weight m

status is graphically represented to users.  

(vi) Then user can make decisions on computati

disjoin two nodes via the interactive interface. Each stage of the tree 

reconstruction after a specific operation is visualized to users.  

(vii) After one specific operation, it is also available for users to do

file of current tree topology in Newick format. 

(viii) Since the previous computational status can be

node can be manually disjoined even if the whole tree has been completely 

created, the triggers to shut down the tree reconstruction program only include: 

1) user starts a new job; 2) the communication between the client-side and 

server-side is disconnected. 
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4.2 Functional and Non-functional Requirements 

oncentration 

urthermore, our quartet-based algorithm is both compute and memory intensive [13]. 

4.2.1 Functional Requirements 

From the workflow analysis, a profile of the desired characteristics of the Qphyl 

ading a sequence file or uploading a 

After examining the workflow of the Qphyl System, we can move our c

to functional, interface design, and performance requirements. As discussed in the 

previous section, different interactive operations are involved into the tree 

reconstruction process. Therefore, it is desired a powerful tree visualization tool to 

make sure every stage of the tree reconstruction is clearly, accurately and distinctly 

represented. 

 

F

However, as a web-based system, it is required to synchronously handle multiple 

tasks, efficiently respond and execute client-side requests, and complete in an 

acceptable time.  

 

System is created. These are listed as follows: 

(i) User can create a job by either uplo

sequence file and the corresponding quartet file. 

(ii) Once the job is created, user can dynamically interact with the tree 

reconstruction. The basic operations include: step forward; step backward; 
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manually join and manually disjoin. 

(iii) When executing stepping forward command, user can choose to stop 

ion at critical points. 

tion before the 

ewick 

 file after quartet generation. 

4.2.2 User Interface Design Requirements 

The key requirements for the user interface in terms of tree visualization and 

ion, including 

entation, regular computational joining, critical point 

ree topology 

computing or not if critical point occurs. 

(iv) User can redirect the computational direct

(v) For user’s convenience, previous stage of the tree reconstruc

latest operation can be retrieved and the tree topology can be recovered. 

(vi) User can download and print the tree topology in both text format (the N

format) and graphical format. 

(vii) User can download the quartet

 

optimizing efficiency and usability include: 

(i) The tree topology can be graphically represented at client-side. 

(ii) For tree graphical representation, the computational informat

step number of each merge and confidence value of each merge, can be 

displayed at client-side. 

(iii) For tree graphical repres

and manually joining can be distinguished by users at client-side. 

(iv) For user’s convenience, after one operation, the modification on t

representation should be minimized.  
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(v) All the other information should be arranged on the screen in a way that helps 

ng and 

4.2.3 Performance Requirements 

We use the performance and capability requirements defined by the PHYLIP. 

least 11 

le tasks parallelly. 

4.3 Architecture Design 

There are several design considerations in place when designing the system. First of 

users to focus on the key data, and hence make the correct judgment.  

(vi) The tasks such as file uploading and downloading, manually joini

disjoining two nodes, stepping forward and backward should be performed in 

a straightforward manner. 

 

(i) The system should have the capability to efficiently analyze at 

600-site species. (PHYLIP declares that it may not be practical for more than 

10-11 species to analyze by it based on ML criterion [52]). 

(ii) The system should have the capability to handle multip

Based on users’ sense, the response time should be acceptable. 

 

all, such system should offer an efficient means of viewing, analyzing, and 

documenting phylogeny results. Secondly such system should be able to fleetly 

respond users’ requests and make correct decisions. Thirdly such system can handle 

multiple executions parallelly. We will go through the design of both hardware and 
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software components in this section. 

 

4.3.1 System Architecture 

The Qphyl System consists of a web-based user interface, a web server and a 

distributed system. The overall layout can be illustrated in Figure 4.3. 

 

Figure 4.3: Overview of system architecture 
 

The web server is resp  users and serving onsible for accepti TTP requests fromng H

them HTTP responses along with optional data contents. As the intermedium for users 
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to communicate with the phylogeny computations, web server provides an interface to 

connect web-based user interfaces and the phylogeny reconstruction services.  

 

The distributed system is for handling multiple tasks. The management node is a 

he backend computing nodes is a set of computing resources for phylogeny 

his distributed system will be detailedly introduced in section 4.4. 

facility used to find available computing resources and allocate tasks to the backend 

computing nodes. During the computation it is responsible to send operational 

parameters to particular computing nodes, which are executing the corresponding 

tasks, and to return the computational results with identifications back to the web 

server in order to inform corresponding users. Once it captures the request to 

terminate a task, it locates the corresponding computing node and kills the process 

executing on it.  

 

T

reconstruction. Their responsibility is to analyze phylogenies from sets of aligned 

sequences uploaded by users. The status of these computing nodes is detected by the 

management node and the output of phylogeny analysis is returned to users via the 

management node and web server.  

 

T
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4.3.2 System Overview 

The system is split into several different components. Each component is responsible 

of handling certain tasks for different purposes. As we can see from the logical view 

shown in Figure 4.4, the tree visualization is executed by web browser at client-side in 

order to reduce the burden of the computation at server-side. It dynamically parses the 

phylogenetic analysis results, which are in XML format, and graphically represents 

them to users. It is also responsible to generate synchronous and asynchronous 

requests for interaction between users and backend computations. This interactive and 

dynamic properties exhibited by user interface are developed using AJAX and 

DHTML. 

 

To start a new task, user uploads a sequence file or a sequence file with corresponding 

quartet file to the phylogeny service via uploading servlet. Once the uploading is 

completed, the phylogeny service node creates a unique session token of the task to 

identify the source of the task for further interaction, and allocates the task to an 

available backend computing node execution engine with this identification via the 

resource broker to start the phylogeny analysis. After the phylogenetic tree is 

completely initialized, the execution engine transfers the results, which is in XML 

format, to the service node. Then the service node returns this XML file including the 

session token back to the client who sent the request.  

 

Once the client side has received the XML file of the initialized tree and the session 
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token, the visualization tool parses the XML file and graphically represents the initial 

tree on the web browser. The following requests about interaction between the user 

and the backend computation are instantiated to parameters and transmitted in GET 

queries with the session token from client side to the web server, and the web server 

sends them to the phylogeny service node. Every time the service node receives a 

request about interactive operation, it identifies the backend computing node working 

on the corresponding task and triggers the execution of computation based on the 

request. After the execution has completed, the result is sent back to the client side in 

the same way as in the task initialization, and the visualization tool parses the XML 

file and then modifies the graphics of the tree topology.  

 

User can start a new task or close the web browser to kill the current interaction 

process. Once the process is killed, the resources of the backend computing node are 

released and the session is closed.  
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Figure 4.4: Overview of the system design 

 

4.4 Distributed System 

The distributed system, which uses a grid environment to handle multiple processes, 

consists of a management node, various numbers of computing nodes and a resource 

broker in between. The roles of the resource broker are to keep the information about 

available computing resources once registered there and to provide the information to 

the management node upon request. Once being contacted, an available computing 

node will receive the task from the management node, execute the task, and send the 

result back to the management node. The management node is responsible for 

contacting the resource broker for available resources, sending tasks to and receiving 

partial results from computing nodes.  
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To detect the actual performance of computing nodes, the management node 

maintains another list which records all the nodes the tasks were assigned before. 

When a computing node is first contacted, it will be recorded in the list and a small 

task is assigned to it and the start time (when the task is sent) is recorded. When the 

result is returned, the finish time (when the result received) is also recorded. The 

difference between the start and finish times will be considered in determining the 

size of the next task to be assigned to the node. If the computing node can finish the 

task quickly and immediately become available again, it will be assigned a larger task. 

When a computing node cannot finish the task fast enough, the size of the next task 

will be decreased. By detecting the actual performance of computing nodes, we are 

able to assign tasks of proper sizes to them and then make the computation more 

effective and efficient. 

 

Once a task is created by reading a sequence file, a session between the client-side 

and server-side with a unique id is established. Every request from client-side is 

identified by the unique id and will be responded by the computing node which is 

handling the corresponding task. Thus, this distributed system can adequately satisfy 

multiple procedure requests and finally improve the robustness and flexibility of 

phylogeny inference.  
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Chapter 5 Backend Programs 

There are two back-end programs: a quartet weight generation program using ML and 

a tree reconstruction program using the quartet-based algorithm. The tree 

reconstruction program needs the output of the quartet weight generation as input for 

the tree reconstruction.  An interactive interface is embedded into the tree 

reconstruction program to handle the interaction between users and phylogeny 

computations. In this chapter, we will introduce them respectively, and describe how 

computer memory is dynamically managed during interactions.  

 

5.1 Quartet Weight Generation 

The first stage of tree reconstruction by our quartet-base algorithm is quartet weight 

generation. Quartets are reconstructed from a set of aligned DNA, or Amino Acid 

sequences. We use ML as criterion because simulation studies show that ML methods 

generally outperform distance and parsimony methods over a wide range of 

conditions [28]. The quartet generation program first uses the functions from the 

likelihood-mapping procedure [29] to calculate the ML values for each of the three 

possible resolved trees and these likelihood values are then transformed into posterior 

probabilities, or Bayes weights. 

 

A simple example of the quartet weight generation from a given set of aligned 
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sequences is shown in Figure 5.1. Box A includes the content of 5 aligned sequences 

of 10 sites. Each sequence has a unique name. At beginning of the quartet generation 

procedure, these sequences are allocated with a unique id, from 0 to 4, to identify the 

sequences for both quartet generation and tree reconstruction. Box B represents the 

result of the quartet generation, and this output will be used as input to the tree 

reconstruction. Since there are three possible fully resolved trees for a quartet (a, b, c, 

d), we calculate  for i = 1, 2, and 3, by applying Bayes’ theorem assuming a 

uniform prior for all three possible trees of a quartet. As illustrated in Box C, the 

expression of (a, b, c, d)   , is corresponding to  

which describes the three possible topologies with quartet weights. 

iw
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Figure 5.1: A simple example of quartet weight generation from a set of 5 aligned 

10-site sequences 
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The quartet generation program can handle input sequence file in both interleaved and 

sequential formats [42]. A bunch of substitution models [45] are provided to satisfy 

most of the phylogenetic biologists with diverse preferences. For DNA sequence, the 

available substitution models involve HKY85, F84, TN93, GTR, custom, JC69, K80 

and F81, while substitution models for Amino Acid sequences include JTT, MtREV, 

WAG, DCMut, RtREV, CpREV, VT, Blosum62, MtMam and Dayhoff. 

 

5.2 Tree Reconstruction 

The tree reconstruction program uses our quartet-based algorithm to analyse the 

phylogeny of given sequences based on the quartet weights generated by the quartet 

weight generation program. As described in Chapter 3, a global quartet weight matrix 

is generated at the first stage, and based on this matrix, the tree is recursively 

reconstructed.   

 

As displayed in Figure 5.2, the quartet weights in previous example in Figure 5.1 are 

integrated to a single symmetric global quartet weight matrix of size 5×5, each row 

or column corresponding to one particular sequence.  
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Figure 5.2: A simple example of global quartet weight matrix corresponding to 

the example in Figure 5.1 

 

Based on this global quartet weight matrix, the tree reconstruction program 

progressively identifies and merges two most closely related sub-trees, by using the 

equation 3.1 to calculate confidence value of each possible combination at every stage, 

until there left only a single tree.  

 

To practically identify a critical point, the tree reconstruction program uses following 

method to dynamically assign a value to α : 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

If is the highest confidence value AND > 0.9 ijc ijc

   
3 1

2
ijc

α
−

=  

ELSE  
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.0 85α =  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Based on this α  value, then tree reconstruction program checks whether 

 (or ) ijik kic c cα≥  or (or )   ijjk kjc c cα≥ , in order to find out at this step whether there 

exists another sub-tree k that has a reasonably high confidence value associated with 

one of the two sub-trees i and j. If such sub-tree k is found, this step will be 

considered as a critical point and three merge options will be saved for further 

identification and treatment.  

 

Figure 5.3 demonstrates an unrooted phylogenetic tree which is generated by the tree 

reconstruction program from the sample set of sequences in the previous example in 

Figure 5.1. The tree reconstruction program merged T0 and T2 with confidence value 

0.661983 at the first step, and then merged T1 and T4 with confidence value 0.576880 

at the second. It should be noted that the second step is considered as a critical point 

by the program and highlighted in red color in this figure.  

 

Figure 5.3: A 5-taxon unrooted tree from the sample sequences in Figure 5.1 
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5.3 Interactive Interface 

As displayed in Figure 5.4, an interactive interface is embedded into the quartet-based 

algorithm for the purpose of dynamic interaction between user and the computation to 

control the agglomerative (or progressive) computing directions.  

 

The interaction consists of four essential functions which could be extended to more 

powerful and complicated methods. These functions involve step forward, step 

backward, forcibly joining and forcibly disjoining.  
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Figure 5.4: Workflow of the quartet-based algorithm with interactions 
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5.3.1 Computing Direction Control 

Step forward is a basic operation required to execute the quartet-based algorithm to 

progressively reconstruct phylogenetic tree. A 1-step-forward operation, which is a 

normal step in the quartet-based algorithm, merges two sub-trees with the highest 

confidence value into one bigger sub-tree. An n-step-forward operation is composed 

of n 1-step-forward operations. If the whole tree has not been generated after or 

during n-step-forward operation, the total number of sub-trees becomes  where 

 is the number of sub-trees before the operation. Since it takes  steps to 

generate a complete unrooted tree for  sequences, once  is equal to 3, the rest 

1-step-forward operations will be cancelled. Thus, in our interactive approach, if 

, the n-step-forward operation will be completely executed, else if , the 

computation will move forward  steps. 

,n n−

3k −

,n <

,n

,n

k ,n

n≥ n

,n

 

Step backward, which is for retrieving previous computational stages, is an opposite 

operation to step forward. There are various ways to achieve the function of step 

backward. The first one might be to record every stage of computation including the 

quartet weight matrix, tree topology and a unique id for further retrieval. Because the 

quartet-based algorithm is agglomerative which means the following decisions are 

dependent on the previous ones, using stack to save these data is the most efficient 

way. When -step-back is implemented, the stack will be traversed from the top to 

the bottom until the desired step has been found, and then, the data at this step will be 

restored.  

n
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However, in the quartet-based algorithm we have to calculate a number of  

quartet weights for all possible quartet trees first and all these weights need to be 

stored in the memory and used in the tree reconstruction stage. Each quartet is 

associated with three weights for three possible resolved trees. For a given set of n 

sequences, at each step the memory required will be 

( )4O n

3 8
4
n⎛ ⎞

× ×⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 bytes in size, 

assuming a double variable is used for each quartet weight. Thus, to save every step 

of computation is memory intensive.  

 

Another way might be to redo the computation from the starting point to the desired 

step. In this way instead of pushing all the stages into the stack, we need to save only 

one matrix. This can significantly save the computing resources but may take more 

time than the first method in some situations (e.g., 1-step-backward at the 100th step). 

One other significant problem is that the previous manually refined information will 

simply get lost after each recalculation. 

 

For efficiently retrieving the previous step, in our interactive approach, we still save 

the internal computation steps into stack. Instead of recording all the steps’ 

information, we execute push-into-stack after a certain number of steps since the last 

time we execute this. To retrieve a previous step, the computation will be re-executed 

from the step which is generated before the needed step and the closest to it. Then 

execute n-step-forward where n is the difference between the step-number of desired 

step and the step-number of jumping-off point of the new computation. If the desired 
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backward step number is larger than the amount of executed steps, the interactive 

interface will retrieve the initial tree topology and foremost matrix. 

 

5.3.2 Forcibly Joining and Disjoining 

Forcibly joining is used to modify the tree topology and can be triggered by both 

automatic and manual operations. The forcibly joining in the interactive approach is 

quite straightforward: since the merge decision in our quartet-based algorithm is 

based on the confidence value (the value is between 0 and 1) and the possible 

combination which has a highest confidence value will be taken, we can set the 

confidence value of the desired combination to 1, and then this combination will be 

chosen to be merged by the quartet-based algorithm automatically.  

 

It should be noted that forcibly joining has to been saved for the future retrieval. If we 

don’t do that, when we try to go back to a step which is opportunely a forcibly joining, 

and this step is not saved in our interactive approach, the correct step won’t be 

retrieved if the confidence value of this combination is not the highest one on this step 

before forcibly setting the confidence value of it to 1.  

 

The confidence value saved in is still the “true” confidence value of this mergence 

before setting it to 1.  
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The essential of forcibly disjoining is to step backward. This is based on the 

assumption that the information which is generated after a specific combination will 

be useless if this combination is eliminated. This is in respect that the quartet-based 

algorithm is an agglomerative approach. 

 

So when try to disjoin two nodes forcibly, we need to know the step index of this 

combination. Once the desired step is located, the step backward is executed to help 

us to disjoin two selected nodes. 

 

5.3.3 Critical Point 

Critical point is one of the most important concepts in the quartet-based algorithm 

because it defines ambiguities of the phylogeny reconstruction. When critical point 

occurs, the quartet weight matrix and three mergence options with confidence values 

should be stored for further redirection.  

 

To redirect the computation at critical point, the computation should step backward to 

the step which is one step before the critical point, and pick up a new direction by 

forcibly joining the two nodes. Then following computations will be dependent on 

this new direction which means new computing redirection will significantly change 

tree topologies. Thus biologists can use the interactive platform to do experiments and 

compare the visible results to find the desired tree.  
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5.3.4 Interactive Operations in Qphyl 

Based on the four fundamental operations, we can build a robust and flexible platform 

with plenty of sophisticated and powerful options. Table 5.1 shows the available 

interactive operations and corresponding parameters in the Qphyl System.  

 

Param0 Param1 Param2 Operation Description 
0 n(step number) k(1 means stop 

when critical point 

occurs; 0 means 

straightforward but 

save the critical 

point ) 

Step forward 

1 n(step number) 0 Step backward 

2 Node1 Node2 Join node1 and node2 

3 Node1 Node2 Disjoin node1 and node2 

4 0 0 Refresh the tree 

5 0 0 Undo 

6 Node1 Node2 Get the confidence value 

of the possible 

combination between 

node1 and node2 

7 Step id (the id of 

combination 

which is a critical 

point) 

Direction(0, 1 or 2) Redirect the computation 

at critical point 

8 0 0 Exit 

9 0 0 Save the current stage in 

TXT format 

Table 5.1: Options and associated parameters for interaction 
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Basically, the first parameter, Param0 is the index of the operations. To make the 

computation forward, user assigns 0 to Param0 and the desired number of forward 

steps to Param1. It should be noted that critical point, which is very crucial in 

quartet-based phylogenies, may occurs during the step forward execution. User can 

ask the interactive interface to stop the computation automatically when critical point 

happens, by setting the value of Param2 to 1. If Param2’s value is equal to the default 

value, 0, the computation keeps on executing to merge the sub-trees recursively until 

the desired number of forward steps has been achieved. However, every three possible 

combinations corresponding to critical points happened during the execution are still 

stored and available to be retrieved later. 

 

To make the computation backward, user assigns 1 to Param0 and desired number of 

steps to Param1. Param2’s value, which is equal to 0 by default, doesn’t affect the 

execution.  

 

To manually join and disjoin two sub-trees, Param0 should be set to 2 for joining and 

3 for disjoining. Param1 and Param2 are two representative leaves of the sub-trees 

respectively. It should be noted that, the two sub-trees are allowable to be merged 

only if both of them have no ancestors in current computing status, and the two 

sub-trees can be disjoined only if they have a same ancestor. 

 

The command to refresh a tree is executed only if the Param0’s value is equal to 4. 
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The purpose of this option is to retrieve the tree topology from the computing-node in 

order to recover the client-side information if errors happen during the data 

transmission. 

 

Undo operation is available if latest operation was not “undo”. Using “undo” you can 

cancel the last operation and recover the tree to previous stage.  To “undo” last 

operation, user just sets Param0 to 5, and leaves Param1 and Param2 with default 

values.  

 

Before manually joining two sub-trees, user can get the confidence value of this 

combination by setting Param0 to 6, and Param1 and Param2 to the index of 

representative leaves of the two sub-trees. 

 

By assigning 7 to Param0, the index of step where critical point occurs to Param1, and 

the id, from 0 to 2 (each of them denotes a specific computation direction), to Param2, 

user can redirect the computation at a particular critical point.  

 

To terminate the interactive process, the three parameters should be equal to 8, 0, 0 

respectively. 

 

In addition, user can order the tree reconstruction program to create a text file 

recording the current tree topology in Newick format [43] by inputting three 
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parameters with 9, 0 and 0 respectively. Since the data structure of a node can be 

simplified as follows: 

typedef struct node { 

node *leftdesc, *rightdesc, *ancestor; // left and right descendants and ancestor 

int node_id;                     // the index of the node 

} 

The tree topology can be efficiently traversed by using recursive function calls. 

Suppose we want to move through the tree, carrying out for each record p a function 

f(p), a postorder tree traversal [46] from node p does the following: 

(i) Traverses p’s left descendant (if any). 

(ii) Traverses p’s right descendant (if any). 

(iii) Carries out function f(p) at p.      

For each node, it does not have f(p) done until this has been done for all its 

descendants.  

 

By using this preorder tree traversal, the task to print the tree topology in Newick 

format can be very simple. The unrooted tree topology in Figure 5.7 can be expressed 

as follows: 

((T0,T2),(T1,T4),T3); 
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5.3.5 Memory Management 

Since our quartet-based algorithm is both compute and memory intensive [13], it is 

critical to efficiently manage computer memories in the Qphyl System by considering 

the usability. 

 

As described in section 5.3.1, the interactive interface uses stack to save current step’s 

tree topology and matrix, under the following conditions: 

(i) 1-step-forward operation has been executed for k times, i.e., if l steps have 

been executed, and l is a multiple of k, the push-into-stack operation is 

executed. 

(ii) The current step is a manual mergence. 

(iii) The current step is a critical point.  

 

For details, the data we have to save into the stack for further retrieval include:  

(i) the global quartet based matrix at this step 

(ii) the tree topology with the information about how every 2 sub-trees are merged 

(regular mergence, manual mergence or a critical point) in previous steps 

(iii) a unique id equal to the step number on which the push-into-stack operation is 

executed 

 

If we want to retrieve a particular step executed previously, we use an algorithm, 

described by the following pseudo code, to locate the target: 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c dn n n= −               //  is the current step number before retrieval;  cn

//  is the number of backward steps desired to be 

//executed 

dn

While            // id is the number of step on which the push-into-stack  id n>

                      //executed 

            // Move the pointer to the next  .Stack top − −

Pop Stack              // restore the matrix and tree topology 

Set        ' .n Stack id=

( )-step-forward 'n n−

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

In addition, the interactive interface also allocates an independent area to save the 

latest status, including the matrix and tree topology, before a particular operation. If 

user wants to undo the last operation, the data in this area will be reloaded to cover the 

current matrix and tree topology in order to restore the previous status.  
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Chapter 6 Web-based GUI Frontend 

The responsibilities of the web-based GUI are to provide a graphical interface for 

users to interact with the backend computations and to parse and visualize the 

modification of tree topology after a specific execution. This chapter will start with 

the user interface design and tree visualization, followed by the protocols for 

communications. The result of the system will be presented by a given example at the 

end of the chapter.  

 

6.1 User Interface Design 

AJAX technology enables faster, more responsive web applications through a 

combination of asynchronous Javascript, DOM and XMLhttpRequest. Updates can be 

quickly and incrementally executed to a user interface without reloading the entire 

screen. In the AJAX model JavaScript calls to the server can update a single element 

in the UI with data retrieved from a server. Because the full screen does not need to be 

reloaded, the application is much more responsive to user actions. 

 

As an interactive system, it is crucial that the status of backend computation can be 

correctly and distinctly exhibited to users. By considering the usability characteristics, 

all the operational options are arranged and constructed as a structured form input 

screen. As displayed in Figure 6.1, the environment of phylogenetic analysis is 
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established on an integrated webpage, which can be divided into 3 parts, a toolbar 

including all the options, a control panel displaying the computation status 

information, and a canvas used to graphically represent tree topologies.   

 

It can be viewed from the tool bar that the interactive operations include: 

re-initialization, n-step-back, 1-step-back, 1-step-forward, n-step-forward, 

auto-generation, manually joining, manually disjoining and undo. All these operations 

are established based on the four basic operations in the interactive approach: step 

forward, step backward, forcibly joining and forcibly disjoining.  

 
Figure 6.1: GUI of the Qphyl System 

 

In addition, the interaction demands that all the requests sent to the computing nodes 

should be legal. For example, if the whole tree has been reconstructed, the step 

forward request is illegal and should be rejected. A mechanism to identify status of the 

computation is installed at client-side to avoid illegal operations. Basically, the 
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mechanism enables and disables options based on the phases of tree reconstruction. 

There are three possible phases of tree reconstruction, which are tree initialization, 

execution of tree reconstruction, and completion of tree reconstruction. For instance, 

during the execution of tree reconstruction, all the options are valid, but to step 

forward and to merge two nodes options will be disabled once the whole tree has been 

reconstructed.  

 

To get the phase of tree reconstruction, the GUI simply checks the current step 

number : if cn 0cn = , the phase is tree initialization; if 0 cn k 3< < − , where k is the 

number of sequences for phylogenetic analysis, the phase is executing tree 

reconstruction; and  indicates the current phase is completion of tree 

reconstruction. 

3cn k= −

 

Furthermore, for some particular options, further identifications about legality of 

operation are executed. These identifications include: 

(i) The number of forward steps should be less or equal to the total number of rest 

steps to complete the tree reconstruction from current stage. 

(ii) The number of backward steps should be less or equal to the number of 

executed steps. 

(iii) Neither of the nodes can have an ancestor if user requests to manually join 

them. 

(iv) The two nodes should have the same ancestor if user requests to manually 
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disjoining them. 

6.2 Tree Visualization 

A bunch of algorithms for drawing unrooted trees have been designed and 

implemented. The most popular ones include the equal-angle algorithm [25], n-body 

algorithm [47] and the equal-daylight algorithm [23]. Basically these algorithms read 

a generated tree file (commonly in Newick tree format) and draw the tree in one time. 

However these algorithms are not appropriate for the interactive system mainly 

because the tree is reconstructed progressively and the tree topology is always 

transformed during computations. We need a more efficient way which can modify 

previous stage just based on the changes of topology after an execution. Thus, a 

specific tree visualization algorithm, which focuses on the topology modification, is 

designed and implemented in the system. We will use the set of five sequences in 

Figure 5.1 as example to describe how the algorithm works. 
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Figure 6.2: Initialized tree topology of 5 sequences 
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As displayed in Figure 6.2, the leaves are vertically arranged based on their indexes in 

a Cartesian coordinate system. The leaf with smaller index is located upon the one 

with larger index. Basically, once computation has moved forward by n steps, n 

corresponding intermediate nodes are created recursively and they are connected with 

their direct descendants by branches. To avoid the phenomenon named “crossing line”, 

to merge two nodes, which are not neighborly closest to each other in the graphics but 

will share the same ancestor, causes node-swapping before the internal node is created. 

The node-swapping should follow two constraints: 

1. If two sub-trees are supposed to be merged, the upstairs sub-tree’s position is fixed. 

Meanwhile the sub-tree locating downstairs should get close to the sub-tree 

upstairs until they are the neighborly closest in the representation. 

2. Premised with the first constraint, the modification of tree topology representation 

should be minimized. 

 

The pseudo code shown below illustrates how the algorithm works to merge two 

sub-trees i and j, where : i jy y<

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Set N = the number of leaves in sub-tree j 

Set D = N             //  is a unit length of y-axis  × yd yd

Set = the number of leaves between sub-trees i and j 'N

If = 0 'N

   Create an intermediate node l 
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Else 

   Loop through the nodes (leaves and internal nodes) between sub-trees i and j 

       m my y D= +          // my  is the ordinate of a particular node between 

sub-trees i and j 

   Loop through the nodes (leaves and internal nodes) in the sub-tree j 

       n ny y D= −           // ny  is the ordinate of a particular node in sub-tree j 

   Create an intermediate node l 

Set maxl xx x= + d     // maxx  is the largest abscissa in i and j;  

// xd is a unit length of x-axis 

Set 
2

i
l

jy y
y

+
=     // iy  is the ordinate value of the leading node (root) in i; 

                 //  is the ordinate value of the leading node (root) in j jy

Draw new branches to connect the intermediate node with sub-trees i and j 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

After 1-step-forward, the tree’s topology is converted into one as demonstrated in 

Figure 6.3. It should be noted T1 and T2’s positions have been swapped. 
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Figure 6.3: Tree topology of 5 sequences after execution of a forward step 

 

Basically, there are three types of combination: non-critical-point automatic 

combination by algorithm, critical point, and manual combination. It is very important 

to identify these combinations because under an agglomerative criterion, the accuracy 

of following combinations is influenced by the previous ones. To identify a specific 

combination, a mechanism which uses colors to differentiate types of combination is 

employed. 

 

For a non-critical-point automatic combination by algorithm we use black to color the 

branch; for a critical point, the branch is highlighted by red; for a manual combination, 

we use green as the branch color. Furthermore, during the computation, demonstration 

of the result of tree topology after manual joining and disjoining is displayed in 

yellow. Since the second automatic merge step in our example is a critical point, the 

branches created by this merge step are in red and the tree topology is represented as 
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in Figure 6.4. 

 

Figure 6.4: Tree topology of 5 sequences after execution of two forward steps.  

 

The number of steps to complete an unrooted tree reconstruction is k – 3, where k is 

the number of sequences. Thus, in our example, the last three connections are 

automatically created after two forward steps. The whole tree of the 5 given 

sequences has been generated and visualized.  

 

6.3 Protocols for Communication 

As a web-based system, efficient protocols for communication are required to be 

established. To send requests to server to interact with the computation, the 3 

parameters for interactions are embedded into the URL and sent by HTML GET 

method. The responses from server-side with information of updated topologies and 

computing status are in XML format and parsed at client-side for further modification. 
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The tree visualization tool modifies the tree topology graphical representation based 

on the following three XML files: tree initialization, internal node creation, and 

internal node deletion. The type of the XML file is recognized by checking the value 

of “name”, which is an attribute of the tag “Action”. For defining tree initialization, 

internal node creation, and internal node deletion, the values of “name” are 

“Initialize”, “Join” and “Disjoin” respectively.  

 

In this section, the structure of these three XML files is introduced by using an 

example based on the phylogeny reconstruction from the given set of 5 sequences in 

Figure 5.1. 

 

The structure of tree initialization XML file is defined as follows: 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

<?xml version = “1.0” encoding = “utf-8” ?> 

<Action name = “Initialize”> 

 <leaves n = “5”> 

  <leaf id = “0”>T0</leaf> 

<leaf id = “1”>T1</leaf> 

  <leaf id = “2”>T2</leaf> 

  <leaf id = “3”>T3</leaf> 

  <leaf id = “4”>T4</leaf> 

  <leaf id = “5”>T5</leaf> 

 </leaves> 

</Action> 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Detailedly, the number 5, which is the value of attribute “n” in the tag “leaves”, 
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defines the number of sequences will be analyzed. The value of “id” in tag “leaf” is a 

unique index of this sequence and the value of “leaf” is the name of this sequence. 

 

Internal node creation is an XML file describing the tree topology modification after 

step forward and manually joining operations. In the previous example, assume next 

operation is 2-step-forward, the response from phylogenetic inference service will be 

in the following format: 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

<?xml version = “1.0” encoding = “utf-8” ?> 

<Action name = “Join”> 

 <steps n = “2”> 

  <step id = “1” type = “0”> 

   <leaf1> 0 </leaf1> 

   <leaf2> 2 </leaf2> 

   <penalty>0.661983</penalty> 

  </step> 

  <step id= “2” type = “2”> 

   <leaf1>1</leaf1> 

   <leaf2>4</leaf2> 

   <leaf3>3</leaf3> 

   <penalty1>0.576880</penalty1> 

<penalty2>0.517866</penalty3> 

<penalty3>0.571920</penalty2> 

  </step> 

</steps> 

</Action> 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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In this XML file, the attribute “n” of “steps” is the number of computing steps in this 

operation. In one step of the computation, the attribute “type” indicates how these two 

sub-trees are merged. 0 means a non-critical point automatic mergence, 1 is associated 

with a manual mergence, and 2 is corresponding to a critical point. Basically, “leaf1” 

and “leaf2” are two representative leaves of the descendants of the created internal 

node and penalty is the confidence value of this mergence. If critical point occurs, 

there are three representative leaves with three penalties corresponding to three 

directions at the critical point (e.g. the step with id 2 in this XML). 

 

Internal node deletion is an XML file presenting the tree topology modification after 

step backward and manually disjoining operations. The following sample is based on 

the assumption that, after the 5 sequences in our example has been completely 

analyzed, 1-step-backward operation is executed. The XML format of response from 

phylogenetic inference service will be as follows: 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

<?xml version = “1.0” encoding = “utf-8” ?> 

<Action name = “Disjoin”> 

<from>2</from> 

<to>1</to> 

</Action> 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The values of tag “from” and “to”, are the jumping-off point and the end point of the 

backward operation respectively. Generally, after parsing the internal node deletion 
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XML file, the tree visualization tool deletes all the internal nodes created between the 

step defined by tag “from” and the step defined by tag “to.” 

 

By synthetically and dynamically using these three XML files, we can simply define 

the topology modification after critical point redirection, undo, and re-initialization.  

 

In addition, errors may occur during the interaction. An error is informed to the 

frontend based on XML format as well. The structure of the XML file is defined as 

follows: 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

<?xml version = “1.0” encoding = “utf-8” ?> 

<Action name = “Error” type = n> 

</Action> 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The possible values of “n” and corresponding definitions can be found in Table 6.1. 

Type Definition Possible Reason 

0 cannot go forward reach the end of the 

computation already 

1 cannot go back reach the beginning of the 

computation already 

2 cannot join the 2 nodes at least one of the 2 nodes is 

not a representative node at 

current step 

3 cannot disjoin the 2 nodes the 2 nodes are not couples 

4 cannot read the stage of 

computation from the memory

no tree has been generated 
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5 cannot undo the undo command cannot be 

executed if the last operation is 

undo 

6 cannot calculate the 

confidence value 

the 2 nodes cannot be joined at 

current step 

7 cannot redirect the 

computation at critical point 

the step of combination is not 

a critical point; or ,the id of 

direction is illegal 

8 the other exceptions  

Table 6.1: Error definitions and possible reasons in protocols 

 

From Table 6.1 we can see each type of error is corresponding to a specific interactive 

operation. Once an error occurs, the phylogeny service will inform users the exception 

and wait for the further commands: terminate the interaction or retrieve the tree 

topology and associated information from computing node’s memory.  

 

6.4 Results 

This section introduces the results from the system design. An example is given 

during the introduction to describe how the interaction works for phylogeny 

reconstruction.  

 

6.4.1 An Instance Using the Qphyl System 

To use the Qphyl System, user should open the website of Qphyl via IE, Firefox or 

Maxthon (Firefox is recommended) by typing the following URL: 
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http://www-test.usyd.edu.au/sogrid/qphyl/, into the address bar. A graphical interface 

(Figure 6.5) will be displayed in user’s web browser. 

 

 

Figure 6.5: Screenshot of the Qphyl System interface 

To start a new job, user clicks “File” from the main menu and then selects “New” or 

click menu Item “New” ( ). Qphyl will launch the new-job wizard (Figure 6.6). 

 

Figure 6.6 Screenshot of new job wizard  
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Then three options are available and each option corresponds to one aim of phylogeny 

analysis. These options are: (i) Upload a sequence file to generate a tree; (ii) Upload a 

sequence file and a correlative quartet weights file to generate a tree; (iii) Upload a 

sequence file to generate a quartet weights file. The first two options will launch a 

mission to generate a phylogenetic tree from uploaded file(s).  

 

To select the first option will lead the user to the next step for quartet weight 

generation (Figure 6.7).  

 

Figure 6.7 Screenshot of a panel used to set parameters for quartet weight 

generation 

 

As demonstrated in Figure 6.7, after the uploading sequence file selection, user need 

to set up three parameters, data type (DNA or Amino Acid), file format (interleaved or 
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sequential) and substitution model, for quartet generation. The available substitution 

models for quartet generation from DNA sequences include HKY85, F84, TN93, 

GTR, custom, JC69, K80 and F81,while substitution models for Amino Acid 

sequences include  JTT, MtREV, WAG, DCMut, RtREV, CpREV, VT, Blosum62, 

MtMam and Dayhoff. Once the sequence file is uploaded, the quartet weight 

generation task will start automatically on server-side. It should be noted that it 

always takes much time to generate quartet weight. Once the quartet weight file is 

generated, user will be informed and the tree reconstruction stage will start up.  

 

The stage of quartet weight generation can be skipped if user already has a quartet 

weight file corresponding to the sequence file in waiting for analysis. By choosing the 

second option, user can upload the sequence file and quartet weight file, and then start 

the tree reconstruction. 

 

The aligned-sequence file for uploading has to be a text file with an extension “.seq”, 

which user can prepare by using any word processor or text editor. The sequences in 

the file have to be in PHYLIP format. The quartet file for uploading, which has to be a 

text file with an extension “.qrt”, can be prepared by the Qphyl system. By choosing 

the third option in the wizard, after uploading a sequence file, a corresponding quartet 

file will be generated by server and available to be downloaded automatically after the 

generation.  
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After the quartet generation, the tree will be initialized as displayed in Figure 6.8. 

Now user can interact with the phylogeny computation. 

 

Figure 6.8: Screenshot of an initialized tree 

All the leaves with unique index are represented graphically in a specific order. The 

leaf with smaller numeric index is located upon the one with larger numeric index.  

 

On the control panel locating on the left, status information of computation can be 

detected. From Figure 6.8 It can be seen that there are 24 sequences, current step id is 

0, no critical point occurs and no manually joining has been executed.  

 

Currently, available operations for interaction include “one step forward” ( ), 

“forward” ( ), “forward to the end” ( ), and “manually join” ( ). Invalid 

buttons are grayed out. It should be noted the checkbox of “Stop computing when 

critical point occurs”. If this checkbox is checked, once a critical point takes place, the 
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computation will be stopped automatically and waiting for the further command.  

 

Figure 6.9 indicates an operation of “forward”. After clicking the “forward” button, a 

dialog box is splashed. Here user can input the number of steps he/she wants the 

computation take and then confirm the operation. User doesn’t have to be worried 

about an illegal number, because the confirm button is capable only if the input 

number is reasonable. In this example, 6 steps forward will be taken. Figure 6.10 

shows the result after this operation.  

 

Figure 6.9: Screenshot of step forward (1) 
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Figure 6.10: Screenshot of step forward (2) 

It could be noticed that now more buttons are available to use.  

 

To execute “step backward” ( ) is quite similar with “forward” operation, once the 

number of steps inputted into the text-input area is confirmed, the computation will 

return to the desired step by retrieving the corresponding status. 

 

Figure 6.11 shows how to use the manually-joining operation.  
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Figure 6.11: Screenshot of manually joining (1) 

 

In manually joining operation, user can pick up 2 nodes, which are legal to be joined, 

by clicking the name of their representative leaf nodes. The sub-trees which will be 

influenced from this operation will be highlighted by changing the branch color to 

yellow. And also, the possible combination of selected nodes will be graphically 

demonstrated in yellow broken lines with confidence value. Figure 6.12 illustrates the 

result after this operation.  
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Figure 6.12: Screenshot of manually joining (2) 

 

The branch of internal node which is created by manually operation is green. The 

“Manual Joining Number” in “Status Info” in “Control Panel” is updated after this 

operation.  

 

Figure 6.13 demonstrates how to use manual disjoining function: click the “manual 

disjoining” item and then click the internal node user wants to disjoin. The colors of 

branches in sub-trees which will be affected are transformed to yellow. Once the 

disjoining operation is confirmed, all the internal nodes which created after the 

selected internal node will be eliminated as well. Figure 6.14 is the tree topology after 

this operation. The intermediate nodes with the index 29 and 30 are deleted.  
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Figure 6.13: Screenshot of manually disjoining (1) 

 

Figure 6.14: screenshot of manually disjoining (2) 

 

The stage of tree reconstruction in Figure 6.15 has one critical point (highlight by red 

color) which occurred when node 38 was generated. Move the cursor over the internal 

node’s id, a dialog box with 3 options, which are related to 3 possible computing 
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directions respectively, will be splashed. The information provided by the dialog box 

includes the 3 possible combination with corresponding confidence values. By 

option-selection in this dialog box, user can redirect the tree topology computations. 

In this example, the third computation direction with the second highest confidence 

value is selected and the tree topology is transformed to as displayed in Figure 6.16. 

 

Figure 6.15: Screenshot of critical point (1) 
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Figure 6.16: Screenshot of critical point (2) 

 

Undo operation is available if latest operation was not “undo”. Using “undo” user can 

cancel the last operation and recover the tree to previous stage.  

 

The basic operations of interaction, including manually-joining, manually-disjoining, 

step forward and step backward, can also be implemented via the control panel 

options. For manually joining or disjoining two nodes, user should input the node ids 

into the corresponding text area on the control panel and then press the “Join” or 

“Disjoin” button. To control the tree reconstruction directions, user should input the 

number of steps he/she wants the computation go forward or back off into the control 

panel and then make a confirmation by pressing the “Step Forward” or “Step 

Backward” button.  
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All the stages of tree reconstruction can be saved in either an HTML file (visualized 

tree topology) or a text file (in Newick format). To save a file, press the “Save” button 

( ) or select “Save” in the “File” menu. 

 

Figure 6.17: Screenshot of wizard to save file 

As displayed in figure 6.17, the first option allows user to save the 

graphically-represented tree topology in HTML format. The second one permits user 

to download a text file with the content of tree topology in Newick format. The third 

one enables user to download a text file of generated quartet weights. Figure 6.18 

shows a visualized tree opened in a new window.  
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Figure 6.18: Screenshot of tree file saving 

 

The visualized tree topology can also be directly printed in high-quality resolution 

after pressing the “Print” button ( ) or selecting the “Print” option from “File” menu 

if user’s computer is connected to a working printer. 

 

6.4.2 Two Phylogenies Generated by Qphyl 

The following are two trees generated by the Qphyl System. 

A 24-taxon tree from a set of random 600-bp homologous sequences: 

In Newick format: 

(T23,(T16,(T18,T12)),(T7,T15),(T13,T14),((T1,T9),T10),(T8,T3),T4,(T6,T5),(T22,T

20),T17,T0,T19,T21,(T11,T2)); 
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Visualized:  

 

Figure 6.19: A 24-taxon tree from a set of random 600-bp homologous sequences 

 

A 40-taxon tree from a set of real 500-bp homologous sequences: 

In Newick format: 

(((((((((Tax8,(Tax16,Tax17)),(Tax4,(((Tax28,((Tax34,Tax35),Tax31)),Tax27),Tax23)))

,((Tax5,(Tax10,Tax11)),Tax3)),(Tax0,Tax1)),((Tax38,Tax39),(Tax19,Tax20))),(Tax12,

Tax13)),((Tax6,((((Tax36,Tax37),Tax9),Tax14),Tax15)),Tax7)),(((Tax21,(Tax22,(Tax2

6,(Tax32,Tax33)))),(Tax29,Tax30)),Tax18)),Tax2,(Tax24,Tax25)); 
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Visualized:  

 

Figure 6.20: A 40-taxon tree from a set of real 500-bp homologous sequences 
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Chapter 7 Conclusion 

The Qphyl System is the first web-based interactive phylogenetic analysis system. 

Compared to the other packages and systems, the Qphyl System enables biologists to 

dynamically and effectively interact with the computation, and install their 

biological-background knowledge into the computation to make better decision when 

tree reconstruction ambiguity occurs. For the first time, the procedure of phylogenetic 

analysis is not a “black box” anymore, every step of tree reconstructing procedure is 

visible and accessible.  

 

By using technologies such as Ajax, the Qphyl System dynamically, integrally and 

graphically represents the procedure of phylogeny reconstruction to biologists. With 

this integrated visualization tool, the Qphyl System allows biologists to save every 

step of the phylogeny reconstruction for further comparisons.  

 

The future work focuses on the two following improvements: the accuracy of the 

phylogenetic analysis, and the usability of the system.  

 

The super-quartet method [12], which places a sub-tree (which may contain a number 

of taxa) on each vertex of a quartet tree to form a so-called super quartet, has been 

designed and implemented. The experimental results show that the evaluation of 

super-quartets at critical points can be very effective. Thus, we will integrate it with 
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our original quartet-based algorithm into the Qphyl System to dynamically make 

merge decisions when critical points occur. 

 

In the Qphyl System, we have already used a Grid platform to reduce the ML 

computational complexity and handle the multiple requests. However, for a specific 

task, the compute and memory intensive is still significant. A parallel environment 

will be employed into our system to divide the ML-based quartet weight generation 

task into smaller tasks, in order to improve the robustness and usability of the system. 
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